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, 1. Introduction

'( The STRATEG is a 1:10 scale glass-model of a PWR and is used

i' for training of plant personnel in order to improve the under-

'i- standig of basic thermohydraul ic phenomena.

!, In addition to the training at a full scope simulator the

i trainee can see at the STRATEG the relevant thermohydraulic

'}': scenarios in the primary and partially in the secondary side

I of a PWR.

i
Training at the STRATEG is supported by a Personal Computer

which monitors the simulation at the glass model. In addition

to this the capability of the computer system has been

increased in recent time, in order to support the instructor

while teaching, either at the glass model or in the class

room.



2. Design

2.1 STRATEG-glass model

STRATEG was bu i i t. by PWh (KhineJ and -Westphal id Power Sta-

tions AG) in 1986 on the site oi the Bibl i;; plant (2 x

PWR, 12 00/1 iOG MWe) as a training mode 1 . The glan;- model,

designed by the RWE train inn department in Bihiis and

NIS, is a 1:10 scale model of i he F-iiblis E rr-jctot ••'•olant

circuit. See figure 1.

Figure 1

The reactor coolant system is made from q]ac,r, and com-

prises the reactor pressure vessel, the piessurizer, two



steam generators with U-tubes, the pressurizer relief

tank and all connecting pipelines. Two main coolant pumps and

some parts of the reactor coolant circuit subjected to heavy-

loads are made from stainless steel.

A comparison of the thermohydraulic design data with the

Biblis B unit is given in table 1.

Table 1: STRATEG's main thermohydraulic design data in compa-

rison to the reference plant (Biblis B unit)

Parameter

coolant temperature [°C]

temperature rise [K]

pressure [bar]

flow rate [kg/s]
2 loops
1 loop

main steam temperature
[°C]

main steam pressure [bar]

Reference Plant

303,5

31

155

10 000

272,5

56,3

STRATEG

100,0

10

2,0

ca. 0,5

ca. 65,0

0,25

w

The heat source in the reactor pressure vessel is provi-
ded by electrically heated rods with a total output of
approximately 50 kW. The system is designed for an operating
pressure of 2,5 bar and a temperature of 134'C. The reactor
coolant circuit has a volume of 200 dm3 and is filled
with demineralized water. Several leak valves are fitted
for coolant loss simulation. In addition, the opening of
an overflow valve can be used to simulate a rupture of a
steam generator U-tube. A dye injection system allows
current flows in the primary circuit to be shown
clearly.

The following systems have been installed as secondary
circuits and auxiliary systems:

• A feedwater and steam circuit.
• A chemical and volume control system.
• An emergency core cooling and residual heat removal

system.
• A vacuum system.
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These systems and their associ-itod components are manu-
factured from stainless steel.

The STRATEG is controlled from an operating console,
which contains all major switches and displays (as in a
real plant or full scope simulator). All control and
adjustment tasks (reactor coolant pressure, average
coolant temperature, steam generator level control) are
carried out by a state-of-the-art programmable logic
controller. There is an additional trainer console, operated
by the training staff, which is used to introduce leaks and to
simulate certain operating situations.

2.2 Computer System

Recording, storage and output of parameter sequences is per-
formed by a Personal Computer and Plotter. The PC also genera-
tes derived values such as the saturation margin and the tem-
perature difference between hot and cold legs .

Figure 2 I
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Supporting of training during exercises at the STRATEG and
during training in the classroom is performed by an additional
Personal Computer. This PC is equiped with Mulitmedia compo-
nents as

high resolution graphic board
realtime color-video digitizer
interface for videc-disk drive and videorecorder
true color projector display

3. Training

The STRATEG can be used for training of normal ope-
ration and incident situations, since all important
operating and incident sequences of a PWR can be simula-
ted on the STRATEG, e.g.

Start up and shut down of the plant, including filling
and venting of the primary circuit

Loss of all main coolant pumps.

Malfunctions in the coolant temperature, coolant pressu-
re, and steam generator level control systems.

Primary circuit leaks in the cold leg, hot leg, or pres-
surizer (with or without loss of emergency core cooling).

* - Steam generator tube rupture, either with or without ad-
I ditional system failures (high-pressure injection, loss
i of off-site power, main heat sink unavailability, loss of
,'! spray systems) .

Loss of off-site power situation (plant shut down without
' main coolant pumps - natural circulation).

[1
',, - Primary side feed and bleed
P
«•' - Secondary side feed and bleed (being prepared)
fl The most significant thermohydraulic phenomena, which
•: govern the sequences being simulated at the STRATEG, are
; listed below.

I - Single- and dual-phase natural circulation.

jp: - Reflux-condenser mode.

Formation and condensation of a steam bubble under the
reactor pressure vessel head.
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Level drops in the pressurizer with leaks in the primary
coolant circuit at various locations.

The behaviour of an isolated steam generator after steam
generator U-tube rupture (backflow of feedwater into the
primary circuit, steam formation in the U-tubes, steam
condensatin at the U-tube).

The thermohydraulic phenomena occurring during different
operating situations, and in particular associated with
malfunctions, are clearly demonstrated in the STRATEG.

During the exercises at the STRATEG and also during the trai-
ning in the classroom, the Computersystem will provide detai-
led graphical screen plays containing information to the rele-
vant exercise.

Figure 3
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These screen plays can be used to show the following informa-
tion

behaviour of the various system during the relevant ope-
rational mode of the plant
x-y plots of relevant plant parameters
basic thermohydraulic principles
course of the important phenomena (figure 4)
course of an simulated accident

The presentation at the screen display includes animated gra-
phic sequence? and illustrated video clips. In addition to
these features upgrading of this computersystem is intended in
order to make computer based training possible.

Leak .:n the pressurizer (:M! accident)

Figure 4
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4. Conclusions

In the meantime training programs at the STRATEG has been or-
dered by most of the German NPP operators. Moreover, plant
personnel from Belgium (Doel) and Sweden (Ringhals) as well as
trainers of the Essen "Gesellschaft fur Simulatorschulung"
(simulator training society) and the Sv/edish Studsvik training
center have participated in a STRATEG course.

NIS expects to continue the thermohydraulic phenomena training
at the STRATEG as successfully in the years to come (approxi-
mately 400 days of training). And NIS is confident to meet in
future all criteria and requirements of their clients on the
basis of the proven training courses and with advanced compu-
ter supported training programmes.
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